
Automotive in Lithuania



Stamping
Department

•progressive coil stamping

•up to 1300 ton capacity

•up to 4500x1800 tool size

Up to 1300 ton capacity and up to

4500x1800 tool size provides the

ability of producing highly complex

parts with a lot of feature steps as

well as large format parts.

High strength materials such as

DOMEX 500 are suitable for our

production.

In line quality control gives endless

feedback.



Robot Welding
Department

Brand new sophisticated welding

robots with superior levels of control

and path following accuracy

provides excellent work quality.

The adjustable process speed and

position helps us to achieve

optimum manufacturing accuracy

with little or no rejects.

•fast and reliable work cycles

•superior accuracy

•excellent work quality



Tooling
Department

•reliable tool suppliers

•experienced team

•fast reacting

Highly experienced tool suppliers

provides us with sophisticated tools

and great service also support us

with know-how knowledge.

Tooling department located in plant

gives the ability of both daily

maintenance of tools and fast

restoring after any breakage.



Quality
Department

Quality is our #1 priority. We take

pride in delivering a great product to

our customers and delivering it on

time. Working according ISO 9001,

ISO 14001, TS 16949 from the start.

All of our departments share the

same common goal - to achieve 100%

Customer Satisfaction.

•wide variety of metrology

operations

•high accuracy scanning

•outstanding performance



+370 687 92911 aku@stansefabrikken.lt

Aidas Ku ysč
Managing Director

Tel. , e-mail:

www.stansefabrikken.com

UAB Stansefabrikken Automotive is new company in STAFA group, established 2006/2007. The

company is established in STAFA's own Industrial Park in Ukmerge, Lithuania, and will operate their

business in newly renovated facilities.

The purpose of this establishment is to build a competitive component and a Tier 2 supplier within

the automotive business, where stamping is the base process.

This establishment is a supplement to the Norwegian company - Stansefabrikken Lillesand, which

has been a Tier 2 supplier for many years, and today deliver to well known customers in both

Sweden, Germany and Poland.

The main strategy is to produce the most advanced products in the most efficient way. In order to do

this, the company will act according to the LEAN principles.

Our sister company, UAB Stansefabrikken located at the same site, has a high quality powder

coating department, also available for this unit. Logistics from Lithuania to central Europe is highly

competitive, both in time and cost.




